Portrait of Our Process
As
no-thing-whatsoever can be modeled—as dimensionless—at every point in 3D, 0D rst allowed a single-polar
4D point to co-ordinate the geometric unfoldment of a dimensionless ‘absence’—by localizing the (unbounded)
‘potential-spatiotemporal-presence’ of a (nonlocal) spaceless/timeless whole, coordinating the rapid,
sequential, emergence of countless, contingent, (discrete) 0D point-centered, pivotal, event-related ‘locations’,
causally expanding a 3D volume, while indivisibly and continuously re-uniting all discrete 0D point-centered
potentials through a single 4D polar-point, which—in turn—rapidly and continuously determined the replication
of an exponential number discrete 0D points, each kept apart by their own equal and opposite virtual (twists),
spontaneously arising to separate them from the dimensionless void which was seamlessly sustaining their
indivisibility from each other. These equal and opposite ‘forces’ drove the emergence and expansion of a 3D
volume in space over clock-time.
(while being continuously gifted with what we can recognize)
By perceptually examining the structure of our most intimate experience of consciousness, we (can) visually
notice - in the absolute darkness, inside a sleep mask - that every single point-centered coordinate-location
(throughout every instant of our subtle sensitivity) is localizing the non-local whole—as if ‘all-that-is’ were
passing through a precise pin-hole in an hour glass, from every-where and any-when, freshly re-uniting all-thatwas, to become what is now to be.
What’s in nitely more revealing is recognizing the quality and presence of One’s Awakeness,
how ‘its’ formless essence is never/ever divided by all that appears, transforms, and regenerates.
Actually Intimately Being a PeaceFULL, Fundamental, Pivotal, Microcosm inside a Macrocosm,
Causally Serving—Choiceless and Surrendered—Here-or-There—Unbound from All-Believing.
Here ‘Alone’ is the Originating Source of Re-creation, within each-and-every place and moment.
_____

We’re IT

_____

The indivisible ‘absence of 0D’ point-centered/omnipresent imageless, receptive/re ective, choiceless
awakeness, which we're directing our Main Characters to DIRECT, instantly causes our bodies, hearts, minds,
psychic/souls and spirited beings to manifest all-manner of incomparably unique perceptions, each-and-everyinstant. Whereby engaging the collective consciousness of an audience, to comprehend 'this', 'anchors' the
New Brain to BE nonverbally sensed, and felt by the sensory-motor reptilian and mammalian heart-centered
limbic system, interconnecting all these intuitions through the vagus-nerve, principally to the right-side of our
bicameral brain, to earn the "undivided attention' of the left, verbal analytic, conceptualizing process,
allowing for our all-inclusive-experiences of all-that-we-can-know-our-selves-to-be, aligning us individually
and indivisibly together as an undivided whole, personally and socially.
We (can) Wield THIS Capacity, in an unlimited variety of ways, to re-weave 'our' current habit-driven-mind-sets,
to experience the integration of what is Non-Verbal with what is Verbal—which is humanity's Under-Lying and
Over-Arching ‘issue' —right-now—allowing the ‘Bought and Paid For’ main-stream media to popularize our
polarization setting us-all against our-selves and one-another—using ideologies and labels--for what they want
and don't want--perversely violating the IGNITION of OUR INNATE COMMUNION given their sole intent to
DIVIDE AND CONQUER
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By Simply Sharing the Unconditional, Incorruptible, Communion of Love, with ALL That IS and EVERY ONE of
US, Going Everywhere Forever, as Anyone, Someone, and No One in Particular—Simultaneously, as an
Instantaneous Whole—Audiences (will) GROK THIS En-Mass. THIS (will) irreversibly re-Wire Our Brains, the
same way being exposed to an indivisible VOID—in an NDE—re-Wires our Brains, because we INNATELY
adjust and adapt to whatever we Consciously-or-Co-consciously experience AS A WHOLE body, heart, mind
and soul, as Pure Spirit,
Which We Already ARE Sharing Indivisibly
(albeit largely UnConsciously for 99% of Humanity)
with the Whole of Nature and the Entire Cosmos.

